ABSTRACT: Catalytic hydrogen transfer from basic isopropyl alcohol to aryl ketones mediated by [(arene Comparison of reaction profiles with catalyst speciation traces in conjunction with reaction progress kinetic analysis using variable time normalization and kinetic modeling showed the existence of two independent catalyst deactivation/inhibition pathways: whereas excess base exerted a competitive inhibition effect on the unsaturated catalyst intermediate, the active hydride suffered from an inherent first-order decay that is not evident in early stages of the reaction where turnover is fast. Isotopic labeling revealed arene loss to be the entry point into deactivation pathways to Ru nanoparticles via hydride-bridged intermediates.
■ INTRODUCTION
Homogeneous catalysis is an extremely powerful tool for chemical synthesis, offering molecular engineering of complex transformations with unrivaled precision under mild conditions. 1−3 Understanding the reactivity displayed by the catalyst, including possible inhibition and deactivation pathways, 4 is key to improving existing systems and developing new catalytic technologies. 5−7 Due to the complex and dynamic nature of catalytic systems operating under kinetic control, this is still a significant challenge. Reaction progress monitoring and kinetic analysis can guide catalyst development but require highquality data and do not provide information on the identity and structure of the various intermediates and off-cycle species inferred. 8−12 Operando methods that allow the kinetics of the reaction to be measured and the speciation of the catalyst to be observed under realistic conditions are thus key to advancing catalysis research. 13 Online or in situ techniques such as UV− vis, infrared (IR), and Raman spectroscopies, along with sampling gas chromatography (GC), mass spectrometry (MS), or high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) are often used for reaction monitoring and analysis 14−19 and can be very powerful for selected analytes. However, most of these techniques require calibration before use and are not amenable to noninvasive observation of a priori unknown catalytic intermediates. Multinuclear high-resolution FlowNMR spectroscopy has recently emerged as a powerful tool for real-time reaction monitoring, 20−26 providing a wealth of information about complex mixtures and overcoming many of the limitations of alternative in situ and off-line techniques due to the ability to maintain realistic reaction conditions, including good mass transport and temperature control ( Figure 1 ). As long as residence time and flow effects on signal quantification are considered, highly accurate data may be obtained without any modification of the NMR spectrometer. 20, 21, 24, 27 Transition-metal-catalyzed asymmetric transfer hydrogenation reactions are an important synthetic procedure commonly used to introduce chirality into a molecule through reduction of prochiral ketones or imines to alcohols and amines with high enantioselectivities. 28−36 One of the earliest examples and still most powerful catalyst systems are Noyori's original TsDPEN complexes which contain a chiral diamine ligand bound to a ruthenium center. 37, 38 These combine exquisite chemoselectivities, high reaction rates, and excellent stereoselectivities for a range of aryl ketones, work with both isopropyl alcohol and formic acid as the reductant, and tolerate a range of auxiliary bases. 39, 40 Despite their effectiveness and ease of use, however, turnover numbers are still limited due to catalyst deactivation. 4 A lot of effort has been devoted to understanding the mechanism of hydrogen transfer, 31,38,40−44 but little is known about the origin and nature of catalyst deactivation in these systems.
Here, we investigate the asymmetric transfer hydrogenation of acetophenone with Noyori's [(mesitylene)((R,R)-TsDPEN)-RuCl] catalyst (Scheme 1) using real-time FlowNMR spectroscopy to readily obtain high-quality kinetic data on this airsensitive, transition-metal-catalyzed transformation. We find that no modification of the reaction conditions is required, and a wealth of highly accurate and precise data is generated with a minimum amount of reagents and experimental time. Using selective excitation pulse sequences, we were able to follow the catalyst speciation under turnover conditions at the same time, information that in conjunction with kinetic analysis and strategic isotope labeling leads to the formulation of an expanded mechanism for this widely used reaction that includes and explains inhibition and deactivation pathways.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We found that no modification of the reaction conditions (scale, concentrations, solvent, reaction vessel, etc.) was required for the analysis by FlowNMR; all experiments discussed in the following were performed under literature conditions (V = 10 mL, 0.4 M substrate, 0.25−1 mol % of [Ru], 1−20 equiv of KOH, inert atmosphere, room temperature, isopropyl alcohol-H 8 ). For a 10 mL reaction volume, the sample spends approximately 37% of the reaction time within the flow apparatus (V = 3.7 mL). 20 The volume of the NMR flow cell used was approximately 0.5 mL, corresponding to a mean residence time within the detection region of 8 s at a typical flow rate of 4 mL min −1
. As described earlier, 20 the high field and shim stability of modern spectrometers together with application of advanced multiple solvent suppression techniques allowed the use of nondeuterated solvents, which is particularly important in cases like transfer hydrogenation, where deuterated solvents would otherwise lead to unwanted isotope effects (as demonstrated further below). Like its many variations, the original Noyori catalyst is known to be air-sensitive in solution, gradually decomposing to Ru nanoparticles 45, 46 that progressively erode reaction rates and stereoselectivity (Table S1) . Thus, all reagents and solvents were dried and degassed, and the FlowNMR apparatus (consisting mainly of HPLC grade PEEK and Teflon tubing) was purged with argon and flushed with dry solvent prior to use. The reactions were carried out in a standard Schlenk-type glass flask with magnetic stirring under dry argon atmosphere, with the sample tubing to and from the FlowNMR tube fed through a rubber seal. At typical flow rates of 4 mL/min, residence times in the apparatus were about 1 min, resulting in a 30 s time lapse between the reaction vessel and NMR detection. Continuous NMR spectra acquisition was set up and started on a flow of solvent, and the reaction was initiated by sequential addition of reagents via airtight syringes.
With this setup ( Figure 1 ) and using optimized 1 H NMR acquisition parameters accounting for flow effects 20 (for details, see Supporting Information), we were able to follow catalytic product formation in real time, providing high-quality kinetic reaction profiles ( Figure 2 ). The solution of the flow experiment went through the same color changes over time as a separate control experiment in a sealed Schlenk flask, and comparing conversions and enantioselectivities over time as derived from the FlowNMR experiment with data from off-line sampling showed identical values ( Figure 2) .
The reaction profile smoothly converged to equilibrium (86 ± 2% conversion under the conditions applied) over the course of a few hours, with no noticeable induction period once the catalyst precursor 1 was added to a solution of acetophenone and KOH in deaerated isopropyl alcohol. Enantioselectivity toward (R)-1-phenylethanol was >99% ee up to about 50% conversion, then started to decrease to 98% ee near equilibrium conversion and continued to fall when the reaction was left for longer. This behavior is known and typically ascribed to the reversibility of the reaction, 35 but catalyst deactivation to less selective species also contributes to the erosion of enantioselectivity over time (Figure 2) .
The quantitative nature and high quality of the reaction profiles obtained makes the data well-suited for reaction progress kinetic analysis (RPKA). 8 Variable time normalization analysis (VTNA) has recently been shown to be particularly useful for performing RPKA directly on integral rate data such as derived from spectroscopy. 9, 47 Applying variable time normalization to reaction profiles obtained with different amounts of 1 showed good overlay when plotted against {time × [cat]
n } with n = 1.0, revealing a first-order rate dependence on ruthenium concentration (Figure 3) . The same method, plotting {time × [acetophenone] n } also revealed a first-order dependence in substrate ( Figure S1 ). This reaction order is in agreement with that derived from initial rate data ( Figure S2 ) and with the proposed mechanism involving monomeric ruthenium species in the turnover-limiting step (TLS). 48, 49 However, although the overlay is very good in the initial regime of the reaction up to ∼50% conversion and identical equilibrium conversions were reached at longer reaction times, lower normalized rates were evident for lower catalyst loadings at intermediate reaction stages (Figure 3, inset) , indicating some catalyst deactivation over the course of the reaction.
The reverse reaction starting with acetone and racemic 1-phenylethanol resulted in a conversion of 16% of the (R)-1-phenylethanol to acetophenone with negligible conversion of (S)-1-phenylethanol (Figure 4a ), confirming the reversibility of the reaction and the final conversion values seen in the forward reaction to be equilibrium under the conditions applied. Injection of a second portion of substrate showed the catalyst to remain active after the initial end-point had been reached, albeit with only about half the initial reaction rate and reduced enantioselectivity (Figure 4b ).
The ability to readily acquire high-quality reaction profiles suitable for kinetic analyses without prior calibration makes FlowNMR an attractive tool for reaction development and optimization. 21, 23 For mechanistic investigations in catalysis, however, it would be even more desirable to also follow catalyst speciation at the same time, because, if intermediates can be observed under the same conditions as product formation takes place, we can understand their kinetic relevance, a crucial link that is missing from traditional ex situ analyses and model reactions. 13 We thus strived to detect catalyst intermediates during acetophenone reduction from isopropyl alcohol catalyzed by 1 directly under the standard literature conditions used.
Akin to related olefin reduction, the traditional Meerwein− Ponndorf−Verley mechanism for ketone reduction involves direct (i.e., inner-sphere) coordination of the substrates to the metal, from which the alkoxide product is liberated after hydride addition to the activated carbonyl. 31, 41 An alternative mechanism explaining the very high chemoselectivities of CO versus CC reduction observed with ruthenium diamine complexes involves an outer-sphere pathway, where hydrogen atoms are transferred from a metal hydride and amine proton in a metal− ligand bifunctional manner (HOL/TOL mechanisms in Morris' classification 41 ) that does not require the substrates to coordinate to the metal. 31, 35, 38, 39 As shown by Noyori, treatment of the precursor complex 1 with a base such as potassium hydroxide leads to deprotonation of the bound amine and loss of the chloride ligand, resulting in the "unsaturated" 16 electron complex 2 (Scheme 2). Addition of a reducing alcohol to 2 then results in the formation of the 18 electron monohydride complex 3 along with the corresponding ketone. 3 may transfer the reducing equivalents to another ketone, leading to re-formation of 2 and the corresponding alcohol (with stereocontrol in this case).
It is important to note that although various versions of this mechanism based on different transition states have been discussed, 48 the involvement of 2 and 3 as the key catalytic intermediates is common to all these scenarios. 49 Thus, our following mechanistic discussion is based on 2 and 3 as the main in-cycle species, and we refrain from speculating on how these interconvert during turnover in this paper.
Because all in-cycle events are fully reversible when using isopropyl alcohol as the reductant, the rate law for this simple mechanism contains four rate constants, and the distribution of catalyst during turnover expressed as K
is a function of all of these as well as the reaction progress χ (Scheme 2). Kinetic modeling of the catalyst speciation over the course of the reaction (see Supporting Information for details) shows an initial 1:1 distribution between 2 and 3, which asymptotically falls to K 0.88
over the course of the reaction under the conditions applied ( Figure 5 ). conditions, where only a part of the ruthenium exists as 3, the hydride peak is within the noise level of the 1 H NMR spectrum at 500 MHz ( Figure 6 ) because the receiver gain of the instrument is limited by the much larger solvent and substrate signals. Use of a shaped excitation pulse sequence (see Supporting Information for details), however, enabled the hydride region of the spectrum to be amplified selectively, with minimal excitation of off-resonance peaks. This allowed the receiver gain to be adjusted to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) for the hydride peak of 3, effectively amplifying its signal by >1000 times (Figure 6 ). Although no significant change in line width was detectable throughout the reaction at room temperature, polarization transfer experiments (EXSY NMR) of 3 thus observed under reaction conditions showed a (on the NMR time scale) fast exchange between the ruthenium hydride and both the isopropyl alcohol and 1-phenylethanol CH protons ( Figure S3 ). These data are direct proof for 3 to be an in-cycle catalytic species undergoing continuous reversible exchange with both substrate and product (Scheme 2), and represents key information for mechanistic interpretation of the intermediate Figure 4 . (a) Reaction profiles for the transfer hydrogenation of racemic 1-phenylethanol and acetone to acetophenone and isopropyl alcohol (400 mM rac-1-phenylethanol, 10 mM KOH, 9.5 mL of dry acetone, 2 mM 1, 20°C). (b) Reaction profiles and enantioselectivity for the catalytic transfer hydrogenation of acetophenone to (R)-1-phenylethanol (400 mM acetophenone, 10 mM KOH, 4 mM 1, 9.5 mL of dry isopropyl alcohol, 20°C) where an additional 4 mmol acetophenone was added after 100 min (800 mM total acetophenone concentration). observed that would be very difficult to obtain using other reaction monitoring techniques.
A selectively excited 1 H spectrum with good S/N could be acquired in less than 1 min and was found to be fully compatible with continuous flow conditions. The spectrometer used (see Supporting Information for details) exhibited a linear signal response with increasing receiver gain, allowing for quantitative integration of the selectively excited peak ( Figure S9) . Thus, interleaving normal +10 to 0 ppm 1 H scans with selectively excited 0 to −10 ppm 1 H scans allowed us to track both the reaction progress as well the catalyst speciation under the same conditions in a single 1 H FlowNMR experiment, all while giving the operator full control over the reaction conditions.
The versatility and power of this setup is demonstrated in the experiment shown in Figure 7 , from which a wealth of information can be derived. Addition of 1 to the reaction vessel containing a stirred solution of KOH in isopropyl alcohol-H 8 led to the rapid formation of a peak at −5.3 ppm indicative of 3. This showed the activation of the precursor 1 to be fast and quantitative under the conditions applied, in line with the absence of any noticeable induction periods in the conversion profiles ( Figure 2 ). As no substrate was present at this point, the catalyst resided exclusively in the reduced hydride form, however, with some noticeable decrease in concentration over time (discussed below). Addition of acetophenone substrate (0.47 mL, 4 mmol) caused the concentration of the hydride complex 3 to drop to 54% of the concentration prior to substrate addition, indicating catalytic turnover taking place that involves cycling of the catalyst through the unsaturated intermediate 2 to give an experimentally determined K cat = 0.85 close to the predicted value of 0.88 ( Figure 5 ).
The concentration of 3 remained steady during the initial stages of the reaction up to 50% conversion, after which another, slower decrease in concentration set in over the later stage of the reaction which was not predicted by the kinetic modeling of the simple mechanism ( Figure 5 ). This correlated exactly with the deviation seen in the VTNA of the reaction progress profiles ( Figure 3 ) and further indicated catalyst deactivation, consistent with the reduced reaction rates observed upon catalyst reuse (Figure 4b ). Visual observation of gradual darkening of the reaction mixture over time suggested the eventual formation of Ru black ( Figure S4 ), a transformation that was faster and more pronounced when the reaction was performed in air (Table S1 ), consistent with the known oxygen sensitivity of the activated catalyst. 45, 46 The rate of catalyst deactivation being greatest before the addition of acetophenone substrate (Figure 7 , inset) suggests the process to occur directly from the hydride intermediate 3, which is the dominant ruthenium species prior to the system entering turnover. Upon taking up substrate turnover, the rate of deactivation is decreased, as a smaller percentage of catalyst is present in the hydride form, which quickly interconverts to 2 and back. The conventional TOL mechanism 41 shown in Scheme 2 does not account for catalyst deactivation, and kinetic modeling of the concentration of 3 over the course of the reaction showed that none of the decreases in the concentration of 3 observed experimentally are described by its rate law (Figure 8a ). Introduction of a (relatively) slow, irreversible catalyst deactivation pathway producing an inactive species 5 from 3 introduces a deactivation term to the rate law that decreases the amount of ruthenium available to productively cycle between 2 and 3. Kinetic modeling of this expanded rate law reproduced the experimentally observed catalyst profile both before and after substrate addition (Figure 8b) .
The auxiliary base, KOH in this case, is another important part of the catalyst system that is known to affect its performance. 41 In metal−ligand bifunctional transfer hydrogenation catalysis, the external base is thought not to be involved in any in-cycle transformations, 38, 49 so in theory 1 equivalent per ruthenium suffices to initiate the catalysis. In practice, however, various amounts of excess base are used to ensure fast and complete precursor activation. 35, 37, 38 As noted by others before, 50 we found that increasing base concentration also led to a decrease in the rate of product formation ( Figure 9) , with VTNA revealing an order of −1/4 for the influence of excess KOH. [As hydroxide (pK a 15.7) and isopropoxide (pK a 16.5) are in equilibrium in solution this value may not easily be interpreted directly].
This observation alone might suggest the involvement of KOH in the catalyst deactivation discussed above; however, monitoring the concentration of 3 during reactions with various amounts of excess base showed the rate of catalyst deactivation, as indicated by the slope of the decay of 3 over time, to be independent of base concentration (Figure 10 ). Instead, increasing base concentration led to a decrease in the amount of hydride present during turnover. (As shown by the rate law, a base-induced shift in K cat would not lead to decreased product formation rates.) The fact that prior to entering catalysis the same amount of 3 is generated in all cases, with similar decreases due to progressive formation of 5, strongly suggests a second, independent inhibition mechanism caused by the action of excess base on 2.
These data therefore revealed the existence of another offcycle ruthenium species 4 that further reduces the concentration of active ruthenium available to the catalytic cycle, causing the apparent decrease in concentration of 3 via consumption of 2, thereby leading to the observed reduction in turnover rate (Scheme 3). Indeed, a classical Lineweaver−Burk analysis of reaction rates at different base loadings showed excess base to exert competitive inhibition behavior on product formation ( Figure S5) . A further expansion of the mechanism and associated rate law including off-cycle species 4 formed by reaction of 2 with base (either hydroxide or isopropoxide) enabled our kinetic model to accurately reproduce the effects of increasing base on both the product formation kinetics as well as the hydride concentration profiles (Figure 11 ). Without inclusion of 4, there is no difference between the simulated kinetic profiles at different base concentrations. Combining catalyst inhibition by formation of 4 from 2 and catalyst deactivation by formation of 5 from 3 yields the modified reaction mechanism shown in Scheme 3, which accounts for all experimental observations describing both the reaction progress as well as catalyst speciation by its associated rate law.
Once the various catalyst deactivation phenomena have been quantitatively identified, they can be factored into the RPKA analysis to check whether they now accurately describe the kinetic behavior of the system over the course of the reaction. 9, 47 Including the deactivation rates from our expanded rate law (Scheme 3) in the VTNA of the reaction progress at different ruthenium loadings (Figure 3 ) indeed produced excellent overlay across the entire profile ( Figure 12) . The model also accurately reproduces the reaction progress at different substrate concentrations as well as Ru−H profiles and enantioselectivity over time (Figures S11−S14) .
The final piece of information required to improve the catalysis is understanding the molecular origin of the deactivation/inhibition events identified. In this case, based on the kinetic evidence of competitive base inhibition, off-cycle species 4 are most likely simple base adducts of 2 (Scheme 4). Indeed, an earlier computational study by Noyori et al. proposed the reversible formation of stable alkoxide complexes by reaction of 2 with alcohols or other protic compounds potentially acting as off-cycle reservoirs of 2 in the catalytic cycle. 49 Similarly, the related formate adducts are known and have been shown to inhibit transfer hydrogenation catalysis from formic acid/ triethylamine mixtures. 43, 44 Thus, although the structures of 4 are currently not known with certainty (all of our attempts at detecting or isolating various base adducts of 1 or 2 have failed so far, and no structurally characterized examples have been reported in the literature either), the fact their formation may be limited simply by using a minimum amount of base (i.e., stoichiometric in 1) together with the observation that any excess base (if present) does not contribute to other deactivation phenomena during the course of the reaction is sufficient information for optimal use of 1 with regards to the amount of Figure 10 . Concentration profiles of the hydride peak of 3 at −5.3 ppm during the course of catalytic transfer hydrogenation of acetophenone to (R)-1-phenylethanol in flow at 4 mL/min (400 mM acetophenone, 2 mM 1, 9.5 mL of dry isopropyl alcohol, 20°C) with varying equivalents of KOH per [Ru] . Selective excitation of 3 using a gradient spin echo pulse sequence with a shaped 180°pulse centered on the hydride peak (8 scans, 2 s acquisition time, 1 s delay time, 1600 μs Gaussian-shaped pulse).
base added. The instability of 3 that leads to gradual catalyst decomposition is more intriguing, as it appears to be an inherent feature of the catalyst that limits its effective turnover number and progressively erodes enantioselectivity over time ( Figure   Scheme 
and Deactivation of 3 to 5 with the Associated Rate Law Figure 11 . Simulated reaction kinetics for proposed modification of the catalytic transfer hydrogenation mechanism of 1 (Scheme 3), including the effect of varying KOH concentration on (a) catalyst speciation, (b) reaction progress, and (c) hydride profiles. See Supporting Information for details of simulation, kinetic parameters, and derivation of rate laws. 4b). Complete ligand loss and eventual formation of ruthenium black has been observed before in this chemistry; 45 however, as we have found the rate of this multistep degradation pathway to be first-order in 3 ( Figure S6 ), its rate-determining step (as described by k 5 ) must involve a key transformation of the molecular hydride intermediate.
In a typical 1 H FlowNMR experiment carried out under literature conditions, most ligand signals were obscured by dominant solvent, substrate, and product peaks. Various NMR strategies for resolving minor signals underneath dominant peaks exist (including advanced spectral deconvolution, 27, 51, 52 multiple solvent suppression, 53, 54 and 2D experiments with T 1 , T 2 , or diffusion filtering 55−57 ), these may be challenging in cases where multiple, a priori unknown minor signals are to be detected and quantified in the vicinity of much more intense peaks. Chemical modification of the system by way of isotopic labeling is an alternative strategy for discriminating different species or functionalities using different NMR frequencies. In this case, perdeuterated solvent is commercially available, so using this with the standard (i.e., nondeuterated) Noyori catalyst moves these dominant resonances into the 2 H domain, allowing multiple catalyst signatures to be resolved in the 1 H spectra (Scheme 5).
As mentioned above, deuteration of the solvent entailed a significant primary kinetic isotope effect of k H /k D = 5.85 on the reaction ( Figure S7 ) proceeding through a series of X-H/D cleavage steps (X = C, O, Ru). Furthermore, rapid exchange of the acetophenone CH 3 protons with deuterium was observed under the basic conditions applied ( Figure S8 ), as expected for an enolizable ketone. More importantly, however, interleaving 1 H and 2 H FlowNMR acquisitions on this partially deuterated system allowed us to follow the fate of the mesitylene and TsDPEN ligands bound to the ruthenium over the course of the reaction. As previously seen from the profiles of 3 using selective excitation of the hydride signal, the concentrations of both 2 and 3 were observed to decrease over time as the catalysis converged to equilibrium (Figure 13 ). Whereas virtually all detectable TsDPEN signals originated from metal-bound species, the continuous liberation of mesitylene from the catalyst was clearly observed (as shown by spiking with authentic samples at the end of the reaction).
The formation of free mesitylene kinetically correlated with the onset of catalyst deactivation, showing it to be part of the rate-determining step in k 5 . This observation clearly showed loss of the arene ligand to be the Achilles' heel of these widely used (arene)Ru(TsDPEN) transfer hydrogenation catalysts. When 3 was heated or left in isopropyl alcohol solution for prolonged periods of time, additional hydride peaks were observed to form at the expense of 3 in the 58 We therefore conclude that catalyst deactivation from 3 occurs by way of loss of the mesitylene ligand to form inactive hydride bridged dimeric ruthenium species, which then transform further into ruthenium nanoparticles as the final degradation product (Scheme 6). Although an η 6 L 3 arene ligand may be expected to be more strongly bound to the metal center than an η 2 LX amino/amido ligand in terms of coordination chemistry principles, the situation is clearly different in catalysis where multiple reagents present in large excess repeatedly push the catalyst through a series of intermediates. Reversible hapticity shifts of the bound arene have been discussed in the context of the mechanism of transfer hydrogenation before (i.e., in the interconversion of 2 and 3), 41 whereas the TsDPEN ligand is only required to switch between an LX and an X 2 η 2 coordination mode throughout the cycle, making it more resilient to dissociation than the arene ligand.
Our observation of arene loss leading to catalyst deactivation is consistent with the increased stability reported for Noyoritype Ru catalysts containing an arene ring that is tethered to the chiral TsDPEN ligand, 32,59−62 and similar ligand loss and formation of hydride-bridged dimers have been reported for related iridium-based transfer hydrogenation catalysts. 4, 63, 64 
■ CONCLUSIONS
We have shown high-resolution FlowNMR spectroscopy to be a powerful noninvasive tool for studying air-sensitive transition metal catalysis under working conditions in real time. Using variable time normalization analysis, the data are particularly well-suited for reaction progress kinetic analysis as a straightforward way of obtaining relevant kinetic information on the reaction system. Highly enantioselective acetophenone transfer hydrogenation from basic isopropyl alcohol by Noyori's [(mesitylene)(TsDPEN)RuCl] catalyst system has been shown to follow ideal first-order kinetics up to ∼50% conversion, after which deviations became apparent in the RPKA. By kinetically correlating reaction progress with the concentration of Ru−H intermediate 3 during transfer hydrogenation catalysis initiated by sequential addition of reagents, and comparing it with modeled profiles derived from the rate law of the reaction, we were able to find evidence for two independent catalyst deactivation/inhibition events: deactivation of hydride intermediate 3 caused by gradual loss of the arene ligand and competitive inhibition of unsaturated intermediate 2 by excess base. Inclusion of both pathways into the reaction mechanism resulted in a kinetic model that accurately reproduces all experimental data and accounts for observations of the effect of varying base concentration on conversion. These new mechanistic insights gained into the widely used hydrogen transfer chemistry mediated by (arene)Ru(TsDPEN)-type complexes provide a basis for devising strategies to combat catalyst decomposition, and hopefully stimulate wider use of operando spectroscopy for a better understanding of the dynamic and interlinked processes operational in many other examples of solution phase catalysis.
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